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Biographical Statement

Susan Ashdown joined the Cornell  faculty in 1991 on completion of her
Ph.D research in perception of apparel fit  at the University of Minnesota. Previous
to this she completed her MA degree at Cornell ,  where her research was in
functional  apparel  design.    Overall  the questions that  inform her research and
teaching focus on the interactions between apparel  design and technology,  and the
changes that  are occurring in the way that  apparel  is  designed,  produced,  and
distributed using new and developing technologies.  

More specifically, her research and teaching are in the field of technical apparel
design, with a concentration on sizing and fi t  of both fashion and functional
apparel ,  and the use of  ful l  body three-dimensional  scanning in the apparel
industry.  Issues in patternmaking,  automated custom fi t ,  judging apparel  f i t  in
research and industry set t ings,  vir tual  f i t ,  anthropometric measures,
anthropometry of the act ive body,  mass customization,  interactions of  materials
and design,  and functional  apparel  design are addressed in her  research program.
She is also investigating the use of half scale dress forms developed from body
scans in academia and the apparel  industry.

Teaching

Teaching and Advising Statement

Susan Ashdown teaches technical  apparel  classes,  with an emphasis on the
conceptual  basis  for  understanding interact ions among the body,  materials ,  shape
and silhouette,  and the environment (both physical and social)  in which clothes
are worn. The design of apparel is a creative activity unlike any other, and she
at tempts in her  classes to ref lect  both the craft  and the concepts  behind the
mult i tude of  decis ions made throughout  the design process .

Advising students is also a creative activity. Her focus in advising is to try to
understand the place a  s tudent  is  coming from, and to talk about  the diverse paths
forward and the choices available for that  part icular student.

Professional

Current Professional Activities

Member of the Editorial Advisory Board of Fashion Practice; The Journal of Design,



Member of the Editorial Advisory Board of Fashion Practice; The Journal of Design,
Creative Process & the Fashion Industry

Objective 1 leader, NC-170 Regional Research Group

Member, International Textile and Apparel Association

Research

Current Research Activities

The focus of current work includes sizing and fi t  of  apparel  and the use of
three-dimensional  body scanning in the apparel  industry,  apparel  s izing systems
for  target  markets  based on anthropometr ic  data ,  hand anthropometry  and
changes in surface measurements in active posit ions,  functional glove design,
the fit  of clothing in active positions, and the use of scanning in virtual fit
initiatives. Other issues being investigated include the use of 3D data for
visualizing and judging the fit  of apparel,  virtual fi t  of apparel for the consumer,
the use of  half  scale dress forms developed from scan data in the apparel
industry, and the design, sizing, fit ,  and function of protective clothing.

Extension

Education

Education

Ph.D. 1991 - University of Minnesota, Apparel Design
M.A. 1989 - Cornell University, Textiles: Apparel Design
B.A. 1971 - Grinnell College, Theater Arts

Courses

Courses Taught

FSAD 2640 - Draping
FSAD 4010 - Empirical Research 
FSAD 6640 -  Human Factors:  Anthropometrics and Apparel
co-instructor for FSAD 3770

 

Websites

Related Websites

www.bodyscan.human.cornell .edu  
Body Scan Research: Description of the work of the Cornell Body Scan Research
Group (with Suzanne Loker), 2002
 

http://www.bodyscan.human.cornell.edu
http://www.sizingsystems.human.cornell.edu


www.sizingsystems.human.cornell .edu 
Apparel Sizing: Reference list of publications on sizing and fit  of apparel,  2001 

ht tp: / / f i t .c i t .cornell .edu/texti les
Draping Instruct ion:  Teaching support  for  apparel  pat ternmaking/draping (with
Richard MacPike), 2004

ht tp: / /halfscale .human.cornel l .edu 

Site under development;  a si te for interaction of apparel  professionals
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